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Part 1: Introduction 

Welcome to the Second Edition of Google Analytics for Government  

Two years ago when I set out to write a manual on using Google Analytics to improve government websites, I never 

imagined how far this manual would travel. I’ve been impressed by the reception to the manual and I’ve greatly 

appreciated hearing from its users. I wrote the first edition with other federal government workers in the United 

States in mind as the primary audience. I wasn’t thinking about a more global applicability of these lessons. Since its 

release, I’ve heard from people working in local, state, and federal offices throughout the country, as well as from 

public sector workers in the Canada, the United Kingdom, and even from the World Bank and United Nations. I have 

also hosted a series of webinars with the General Services Administration’s (GSA) Digital Government University, 

presented with GovLoop and LunaMetrics, and started teaching for Georgetown University. I’m glad to report that 

the goal of making government websites more useful to the digital citizen resonates with such a wide audience.  

The second edition of the manual has gone through a fairly extensive rewrite. I’ve had the opportunity to listen and 

learn from people who have shared their stories with me, so I have drawn from those experiences and included new 

actionable insights. I’ve made additions to the manual as well. Some of the new sections include demographics and 

interests reports, using real-time data, and campaign tracking. I also mirror updates in terminology for setting up 

accounts, managing users, and standard reporting.  

In addition to updating this manual, I have made resources available on my website www.SarahKaczmarek.com. 

There you can find a series of reporting templates (weekly, quarterly, and annual) that you can use to help tell the 

story of your data. You can also watch training videos, find information on upcoming presentations, and register for 

my classes at Georgetown.  

 

I hope this manual provides you with the tools you need to identify meaningful metrics to improve your website. 

Regardless of whether you work in communications or information technology, you can use this manual to 

understand how to tailor Google Analytics for your agency’s needs. While you might not be the person who creates 

new custom segments or configures the internal site search, understanding these concepts will help you communicate 

effectively about these topics and ensure your agency gets the most out of Google Analytics. When I first started 

working with Google Analytics for my agency, I had no background on using analytic tools to evaluate websites. As I 

learned more, I found it provides invaluable information to make informed decisions on website enhancements.  

 

Thank you for your interest in Google Analytics for Government. I hope that you too will be successful in 

implementing these strategies to make your government website as useful as possible to the digital citizen. Thanks 

also to the U.S. Government Accountability Office for allowing me to share the best practices that I’ve learned since 

starting to use Google Analytics for gao.gov.  

 

All views and opinions expressed are my own.  

 

Sarah Kaczmarek 

Digital Communications Manager, U.S. Government Accountability Office 

Adjunct Faculty Member, Georgetown University School of Continuing Studies 

 

www.SarahKaczmarek.com, Twitter.com/studiosarah, kaczmareks@gao.gov 

http://www.sarahkaczmarek.com/
http://www.sarahkaczmarek.com/
http://twitter.com/studiosarah
mailto:kaczmareks@gao.gov
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Google Analytics 101 

 
Google Analytics Standard is a free service that tracks statistics about your users to give you insight into how visitors 
get to your site, how they use your site, and how you might be able to provide a better user experience to keep them 
coming back.1 To get started you will create a Google account and sign up for Google Analytics. It will generate a 
small piece of code that you need to add to any page on your site that you want to track. The code use cookies to 
collect data for your web property (all the pages where a set of tracking code is installed). Then, Google Analytics 
will help you view the collected data in reports. Here’s an overview of the process.    
 
Overview of how Google Analytics works 

 

                                                            
1 There are some data collection limits to a Google Analytics Standard account. If your website gets more than 10 million hits a 
month there is no assurance that the excess hits will be processed. Also, data sampling occurs automatically when more than 
500,000 visits are collected for a given report, meaning a subset of data from your traffic is used to report on trends detected in 
that sample set. Google Analytics offers a paid premium option with higher data processing power for $150,000 a year.  
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You Have the Data, Make the Most of  It  

 

You have the data to see what citizens really want on your website and how well you are delivering. You have an 

opportunity to make informed decisions on improvements to your site to reflect the voice of the customer and get 

constituents what they need. 

Step 1: Measure 

Google Analytics provides a lot of data, and it can be a bit daunting when you first start. Trust that you know what is 

important to communicate on your site, and go from there. Consider key questions you have about how your website 

performs and look to the data to provide you detailed and concrete answers. In my analysis I focus on a core set of 

questions:  

 How many people are connecting with our online content? 

 Who are our visitors?  

 How engaged are they? 

 What content were visitors searching for? 

 How do visitors navigate through our website? 

 What’s popular and what’s not?  

Step 2: Analyze 

Keep in mind that throughout your analysis, it’s important to interpret your metrics in context.  

 Consider the purpose of your site. Take your bounce rate for example (the percentage of visitors that 

only looked at one page and immediately left your site). If your site primarily serves to refer visitors to other 

websites, then you would expect to see a higher bounce rate, perhaps 70% or above. On the other hand, if 

the purpose of your website is to provide content, you might hope to see a bounce rate closer to 30% or 

40%. 

 Look at how your metrics relate to one another. When looking at your bounce rate, for example, 

consider how it compares to your other engagement metrics like time on site. This helps tell a fuller story 

about the experience your users are having. 

 Listen to what your users have to say. Customer satisfaction information and usability testing can 

provide valuable context for interpreting your metrics. If you aren’t sure whether your bounce rate suggests 

users are quickly finding what they want and leaving, or that they simply left unsatisfied, there’s nothing like 

hearing feedback directly from your users themselves. 

 Consider what surprised you in the data. You know your site well; if something surprised you, it’s 
worth exploring. 

Step 3: Act 

 Focus on key areas where changes could improve users’ experience. 

 Make changes that will align with your agency’s strategic objectives.  
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In thinking about where to start when it comes to making site improvements, keep your strategic objectives in mind. 
Consider what steps you can take to best support your goals based on the data.  

How to Tell a Story with Your Metrics 

 Think about where you see room for improvement. Your ideas for site enhancements can help bring 
meaning to your metrics in your writing.  

 Present your data in style. If you would be bored reading your report, chances are so will others, 
and they may just miss the message (the same rule applies to presentations). Don’t be afraid to try something 
new, and make sure to use meaningful graphics to break up text. 
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Part 2: Getting Started 

Lesson 1:  How to start using Google Analytics at Your Agency  

 
There are two ways that your agency can get Google Analytics on its website, depending on whether you are a U.S. 
federal executive branch agency. For U.S. federal executive branch agencies, you may choose to participate in the 
Digital Analytics Program from GSA’s Office of Citizen Services and Innovative Technologies. 2 The program sets out 
to provide a common version of Google Analytics to U.S. executive branch federal agencies. Here's how it works: 

 You agency identifies a point-of-contact (POC) who will manage the analytics account. 

 GSA will send the agency POC a short sign-up form to register their agency and work with them to 

implement the common page tag code. 

 GSA will provide implementation support, access to training, and other resources to agency POCs. 

 If you don't have an identified POC e-mail DAP@gsa.gov. 

The rest of lesson 1 discusses implementation steps that you may need to refer back to, but the Digital Analytics 
Program will walk you through them. If your agency is participating in the program, you may continue to lesson 2.  
  
For all other government agencies, before you create an account, seek the advice of your agency Terms of Service 
POC or General Counsel. You need to be sure your agency has signed a compatible Terms of Service—meaning the 
product supports your broader agency mission and goals—and that the Terms of Service is legally appropriate for use 
by your agency. GSA has negotiated a U.S. federal government Terms of Service for Google Analytics.3 Once you 
have a Terms of Service, you can register for an account with your government e-mail.4  
 
When you add a new web property to your Analytics account, Analytics generates the tracking code snippet that you 
need to add to the pages whose data you want to collect. The tracking code snippet contains a unique ID for the Web 
property that lets you identify that property's data in your reports. You can use only the snippet that Analytics 
generates for you, or you can customize the tracking code to collect additional data like visitor behavior across 
primary and subdomains (cross-domain tracking). 
 
You’ll get a tracking code to paste onto your pages so Google knows when your site is visited. Find the tracking code 
snippet for your property by clicking on “Admin” in the main navigation. Next select the property you want to track. 
Check that the URL at the top matches the one for your website. Click the “Tracking Info” option.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
2 https://www.digitalgov.gov/services/dap/.  
3 https://www.digitalgov.gov/resources/negotiated-terms-of-service-agreements. 
4 https://accounts.google.com/NewAccount. 

https://www.digitalgov.gov/services/dap/
mailto:DAP@gsa.gov
https://www.digitalgov.gov/resources/negotiated-terms-of-service-agreements/
https://accounts.google.com/NewAccount
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Accessing your tracking information 

 

You'll see something similar to the code snippet below, where XXXXX-Y indicates the property ID. 

 

<script type="text/javascript"> 

 

  var _gaq = _gaq || []; 

  _gaq.push(['_setAccount', 'UA-XXXXX-Y']); 

  _gaq.push(['_trackPageview']); 

 

  (function() { 

    var ga = document.createElement('script'); ga.type = 'text/javascript'; ga.async = true; 

    ga.src = ('https:' == document.location.protocol ? 'https://ssl' : 'http://www') + '.google-

analytics.com/ga.js'; 

    var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0]; s.parentNode.insertBefore(ga, s); 

  })(); 

 

</script> 

 
Next, turn on the tracking options you want, then click “Save.” Copy and place the code snippet into your web page, 
just before the closing </head> tag. If your website uses templates to generate pages, enter it just before the closing 
</head> tag in the file that contains the <head> section. (Most websites re-use one file for common content, so it's 
likely that you won't have to place the code snippet on every single page of your website.) 
 
You can disable data sharing options to better protect the data privacy of your users. You can access your data sharing 
settings by clicking on the Admin in the main navigation. Next select your account and then choose “Account 
Settings,” then uncheck all the sharing options.  
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Accessing your data sharing settings 
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Lesson 2:  Web Properties, Views, Adding New Users  

Google Analytics provides two tools for partitioning traffic results: views and web properties. A web property is a 
distinct website you are measuring, identified by an ID. A web property can be thought of as all the pages where a 
particular set of tracking code is installed, including the web property ID or UA number (e. g . U A-XXXXX-Y).  

Your agency may have different web properties for each unique entity you want to track in a Google Analytics 
account. For example, if you work for a larger department with several sub-agencies, each agency website may be 
tracked as a different web property. Within your account, each of these web properties would have a unique UA 
number that is installed only on the web pages of the corresponding agency’s site. By contrast, your department may 
use the same web property for all sub-agency websites. In this case, you could analyze data department wide, and 
create views to grant access to users who only need to view a subset of data, such as the data for the agency for which 
they work.  

A view is a separate “bucket” of data within an account, and views are the access points to reports on your data. Each 
web property has at least one view, and you may add views with different sets of data filtered in various ways. Using 
views, you can see reports on specific domains, subdomains, or on filtered data. I recommend using at least these 
three views:  

 Unfiltered: A view that includes all the data for all the traffic that comes to your site.  

 Excludes Employees: A view that excludes your agency’s employees based on IP address or domain. 

 Test Filters: A view to test out different filters before applying them to another view.  

If you have Manage User permissions, you might want to give certain users access only to one or two views. This has 
the effect of only allowing these users to see specified subsets of traffic to your web property.  

A schematic showing an analytics account with one web property and three views  

 

If you are an Editor on the account, you’ll see a set of options to customize within each view, including View 
Settings, Goals, Content Grouping Filters, and Channel Groupings. Under Filters, Editors can control what data 
appears in a view. Under View Settings, Editors can enable site search and set the preferred time zone. Using the 
drop down menu, Editors also have an option to create a new view. They can also delete a view under View Settings. 
Editors must be careful they are deleting the correct view because the historical data for a view cannot be recovered 
once it’s been deleted.  
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Options for an Editor and User Manager  

 

Add a New User  

To grant someone else access to your Google Analytics data you will need to add a new user. To add a user, navigate 
to the User Management under the desired view. Enter the e-mail address for the user’s Google Account. (You can 
have the person create a Google Account with their government e-mail address.5) When assigning permissions, 
granting someone ‘Edit’ access should be carefully considered. With this level of access, a person could accidentally 
take your site’s analytics down by changing a core filter.  

Add a new user and assign permissions 

 

You can assign the following permissions:  

 Manage Users: Can manage account users (add/delete users, assign permissions). Does not include Edit 
or Collaborate. 

 Edit: Can perform administrative and report-related functions (e.g., add/edit/delete accounts, properties, 
views, filters, goals, etc., but not manage users), and see report data. Includes Collaborate. 

 Collaborate: Can create personal assets, and share them. Can collaborate on shared assets like editing a 
dashboard or annotation. Includes Read & Analyze.  

 Read & Analyze: Can see report and configuration data; can manipulate data within reports (e.g., filter a 
table, add a secondary dimension, create a segment); can create personal assets, and share them, and see 
shared assets. Cannot collaborate on shared assets. 

                                                            
5 https://accounts.google.com/NewAccount. 

https://accounts.google.com/NewAccount
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Lesson 3: Structural Overview  

Google Analytics has four top-level navigation options: Home, Reporting, Customization, and Admin. Under Home, 
you have access to your web properties and views. In Reporting, you have access to a menu of options:  

 Dashboards: Summaries of different reports.  

 Shortcuts: Your most commonly viewed reports. Shortcuts remember your settings so you don't have to 
reconfigure a report each time you open it. Any setting you apply to a report, like adding an advanced 
segment, stays applied until you manually change it.  

 Intelligence Events: Monitor significant changes in your traffic.  

 Real Time: Traffic on your website in real time. 

 Audience: Information about your visitors.  

 Acquisition: Where your visitors came from. 

 Behavior: Pageviews of different sections of your website and individual pages.  

 Conversions: The success of your custom-defined goals.  

Google Analytics reporting menu 

 

In Customization, you can access and create custom metrics reports, which you can set to automatically e-mail. In 

Admin, if you have Edit permissions, you can edit the settings on your account, web property, and views. If you have 
Manage User permissions, you can add new users here as well.   

You can use the drop-down option next to your e-mail address to quickly switch between the different Google 

Accounts that you are currently logged into, without having to leave the interface. 
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Drop-down menu option to switch Google Accounts in top right corner of the screen  
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Lesson 4: Working with Data and Using Tables  

 
Google Analytics provides important data on metrics, or measurements. Examples of metrics include the number of 

visits, the pages viewed per visit, and the user’s average time on site.  

Sample metrics 

 

You can compare two metrics on the same graph to see how they are correlated. To do so, click “Select a Metric” 

above the graph in any report and choose from the drop-down menu. When selecting metrics in drop-down menus 

they will always appear in blue.   

Selecting a comparison metric from the “Select a Metric” drop-down menu 

 

Use the calendar to set your active date range – the time period for which you want to look at data. Select date ranges 
by clicking on the day and month within the calendar or typing dates in the date range boxes. Once you set a date 
range, it stays active until you change it or log out.  
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Selecting a custom date range from the calendar 

 

You can use a comparison date range to see how your site is performing month over month, year over year, or from 

one day to another. The date range and comparison date ranges you select will apply to all your reports and graphs.  

Selecting a comparison date range from the calendar 

 

Most reports include a graph of metrics over time at the top. You can make this graph display data by day, week, or 

month by clicking on one of those options.  
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Select day, week, or month graph  

 

You can attach short notes or annotations to specific dates. Annotations are useful when you’re looking at historical 

data and wondering whether outside events had an effect on your traffic. To add an annotation, click the drop-down 

arrow under the graph and select “+Create new annotation.” You can allow anyone with access to the view to see the 

annotation, or make it private so that only you see it.  

Attaching notes to specific dates 

 

Working with Data in Tables 

Many standard reports contain tables. These tables usually break out your data by a single dimension. A dimension 

describes attributes, such as city or region, browser or operating system, or mobile device information or service 

provider. Each row in the table shows the data for a different value of the dimension. The example figure shows a 

table that lets you change the dimension from Browser to Operating System, Screen Resolution, Screen Colors, Flash 

Version, or Other dimension. If you click the dimension Operating System, the table shows data for each kind of 

operating system, such as how many visits came from Internet Explorer versus Chrome.  
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Dimensions and report tables 

 

You can also see data for combinations of two dimensions by adding a secondary dimension. The example table shows 

data for the visitors’ operating systems. Use the drop-down menu to select a secondary dimension. In this example, 

the secondary dimension is for the visitors’ web browsers. Now you will be able to see data for each combination of 

operating system and browser data attributes (i.e., Windows/IE7; Mac/Chrome). In drop-down menus dimensions 

always appear in green.  

Selecting a comparison metric from the “Select a Dimension” drop-down menu 
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You can also filter the data that appears in a table. To do so, click the “Advanced” option above the table. For 

example, you may be interested in only seeing data for users that visited more than one page when they viewed your 

site.  

Filtering data in tables   

 

Columns within tables can be sorted in both ascending and descending order by clicking on the column heading. The 

arrows next to the heading title indicate the order in which the results are listed. A down arrow indicates descending 

order and an up arrow indicates ascending order.  

By default, all reports with tables display ten rows. To display more than ten rows, go to the bottom of your report 

and click the drop-down menu arrow next to “Show rows.” You can display up to 500 rows per page.  

Google Analytics will sample the data in instances where there is a large amount of data to process. Data sampling occurs 
automatically with Google Analytics Standard when more than 500,000 visits are collected for a given report, meaning a 
subset of data from your traffic is used to report on trends detected in that sample set. The sampling rate appears on the top 
right side of reports. 
 

You can visualize data in different ways, using the options at the top right corner of your 

tables.  

 The Data view organizes your report data into a table. This is the 

default view for many reports.  

 The Percentage view creates a pie chart based on any one of the metrics 

in the report.  

 The Performance view shows a bar graph based on any metric you 

select.  

 The Comparison view allows you to quickly see whether each entry in 

the table is performing above or below average.  

 The Pivot view allows you to create a pivot table in which both rows 

and columns can break out dimension values.  

 

The comparison view is especially helpful to quickly assess higher and lower performing pages. Comparison view 

takes the site average for a metric and compares the individual performance of every row to that average, and it 

visualizes the data for you. For example, you can look at your top websites that refer traffic and see the sources that 

Percentage view 
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send traffic that tend to see more than one page, and contextualize their performance. To do so navigate to 

Acquisition, then All Referrals, choose Comparison, then Bounce Rate.  

Comparing referral traffic visits and bounce rate 
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Part 3: Interpreting Core Reports 

Lesson 5:  Audience Reports   

Overview: Pageviews, Visits, and Visitors 

 

Audience reports provide information about your visitors’ characteristics, in a set of nine 

reporting options. The overview covers pageviews, visits, and visitor metrics.  

Pageviews  

A pageview is counted every time a page on your website loads. For example, if someone 

comes to your site and views page A, then page B, then Page A again, and then leaves your 

site—the total pageviews for the visit is 3. A unique pageview represents the number of 

visits made to a page. If a visitor views page A three times during one visit, Google Analytics 

will count this as three pageviews and one unique pageview. Average pages per visit tells 

you the average number of pages viewed on your website by all visitors over a set amount of 

time. If the goal of your website is to provide users with your content, this average can be an 

indication of the level of interest that visitors have in your site. By contrast, if the goal of your 

website is to refer users to other websites, you would expect to see users viewing fewer 

pages.  

Counting pageviews 

 

If a person only views one page before leaving your site, Google Analytics reports this as a bounced visit. The 

bounce rate is the percentage of single-page visits. As a general rule for content provider sites, a bounce rate in the 

40% or below is good, 50% and up is bad. Google also provides these benchmark averages for bounce rates:  

 40-60% Content websites 

 30-50% Lead generation sites 

 70-98% Blogs 

 20-40% Retail sites 

 10-30% Service sites 

A high bounce rate on a navigation page could reveal a problem as it indicates users are not engaging with the page. If 
your goal is to have users navigate from that page to another, you may need to make changes.  

A high bounce rate on a content page is not necessarily bad as users could have gotten what they needed and had no 

need to continue. For example, if you are searching for the next federal holiday and find that information on the first 

Audience reports menu 
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webpage you visit, you would have no need to continue on the website. In this case, the website successfully served 

its purpose even though you only viewed one page.  

Some sites make extensive use of Flash or other interactive technologies. Often, these kinds of sites don’t load new 

pages frequently and all the user interaction takes place on a single page. As a result, it’s common for sites like this to 

have high bounce rates—meaning a high percentage of visits ended after viewing only one page—and low average 

times on site.  

Visits 

A visit is the number of distinct sessions during which someone viewed one or more pages on your site. Closing the 

browser or staying inactive for more than 30 minutes ends the visit. For example, if you have a visitor on your site 

who gets a phone call and talks for 31 minutes (during which she does not click anywhere on the site), and continues 

browsing after the call, Google Analytics will count this as a second visit, or a new session. Total visits is the 

number of times people came to your site over a given time period. This metric is a universal and accurate way to 

measure the volume of traffic to your website. 

Counting visits 

 

Visitors 

A unique visitor is a person (set of cookies) who visited your site. Visitors are uniquely identified by a Google 

Analytics visitor cookie, which assigns a random visitor ID to the user, and combines it with the timestamp of the 

visitor’s first visit. The combination of the random visitor ID and the timestamp establish a unique ID for that visitor. 

The number of visitors to your site is only as accurate as the cookies. If a person visits your site from home and from 

work, the same person will be assigned two sets of cookies and be counted as two visitors.  

Counting visitors 
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Generally, the Visitors metric will be smaller than the Visits metric, which in turn will be smaller than the Pageviews 

metric. For example, 1 visitor could visit a site 2 times and generate a total of 5 pageviews.  

Total unique visitors measures the number of unique visitors over a selected date range. If visitor A comes to your 

site 5 times during the selected date range and visitor B comes to your site once, you will have 2 visitors. This is a 

powerful metric for accurately calculating how many people (or physical computers) came to your website.  
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Time Metrics 

Time on Page 

Time on page is the amount of time a visitor spends on a single page. To calculate time on page, Google Analytics 

compares the timestamps of the visited pages. In the example figure, the visitor saw page A, then page B, and then 

left the site. The time on page for page A is calculated by subtracting the page A timestamp from the page B 

timestamp. The time on page for page A is 1 minute and 15 seconds. Time on page is important for measuring the 

effectiveness of specific pages. For example, if your website launches a new hiring campaign on your careers page, 

you will need to know how much time people spent on that page to measure its effectiveness.  

Calculating time on page by comparing the timestamps of the pages visited 

 

Time on Site 

Now, suppose the visitor continued on to a third page before exiting, as shown in the example figure. The second 

page now has a time on page of 1 minute 10 seconds. The time on site is now calculated as 2 minutes and 25 seconds. 

The time on site is the length of time a visit lasted, from the first pageview to the last pageview. 

Calculating time on site by comparing the timestames of all pages visited 

 

Average Time on Page vs. Average Time on Site  

Average time on page tells you the average amount of time spent on a single page by all visitors, such as the 

average time spent on your home page. To give you a better sense of engagement with a single page, Google 
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Analytics excludes bounces from this calculation. In other words, any time on page of 0 is excluded from the 

calculation.  

Average time on site tells you the average amount of time spent on your website by all visitors. To calculate 

average time on site, Google Analytics divides the total time for all visits by the number of visits. For average time 

on site, bounces remain a part of the calculation. Average time on site can be an indication of the level of interest or 

involvement that a visitor has with the website. Increasing the average pages per visit and average time on site can be 

evidence that your readers are increasingly satisfied with your content and are then more likely to recommend your 

site to others. Your visitors may also be finding what they’re looking for on your site instead of elsewhere on the 

Web, which means they’ll likely return in the future. If you have a customer support site, however, your objective 

may be for visitors to get the information they need in as short a time as possible, with as few pageviews as possible. 

In this instance, your goal may be to decrease average time on site. It’s important to keep your objectives in mind 

when interpreting site engagement metrics.  
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Visitor Information 

Demographics & Interests Reports  

Data on your visitors’ demographics and interests are not automatically captured in Google Analytics. Before you 

begin accessing this data, you may need to update your privacy statement.6 To turn on this feature you need to update 

your analytics tracking code to support “Display Advertising” by replacing a single line of code. This modification 

does not impact any customizations you have previously made to your code. It’s important to note that this 

information applies to the Classic Analytics JavaScript (ga.js) only. Find out if you’re using Classic or Universal 

Analytics.7  

To implement this change, replace the bold text in this example Google Analytics tracking code: 

<script type="text/javascript"> 

var _gaq = _gaq || []; 

_gaq.push(['_setAccount', 'UA-xxxxx-y']); 

_gaq.push(['_trackPageview']); 

(function() { 

var ga = document.createElement('script'); ga.type = 'text/javascript'; ga.async = true;  

 

ga.src = ('https:' == document.location.protocol ? 'https://ssl' : 'http://www') + '.google-

analytics.com/ga.js'; 

 

var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0]; s.parentNode.insertBefore(ga, s); 

})(); 

</script>  

with the bold text in the example below: 

<script type="text/javascript"> 

var _gaq = _gaq || []; 

_gaq.push(['_setAccount', 'UA-xxxxx-y']); 

_gaq.push(['_trackPageview']); 

(function() { 

var ga = document.createElement('script'); ga.type = 'text/javascript'; ga.async = true;  

 

ga.src = ('https:' == document.location.protocol ? 'https://' : 'http://') + 

'stats.g.doubleclick.net/dc.js'; 

 

var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0]; s.parentNode.insertBefore(ga, s); 

})(); 

</script>  

                                                            
6 https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/2700409?hl=en&utm_id=ad. 
7 https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/4457764. 

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/2700409?hl=en&utm_id=ad
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/4457764
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/4457764
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You can also generate an updated basic code snippet that includes the change by clicking on Admin in the main 

navigation, then selecting the Property, Tracking Info. Next turn on the Display Advertiser Support option. 

Accessing demographics and interests data allows you to better understand who your visitors are and how their 

behavior varies by attribute (e.g., male vs. female). Demographics and interests reports provide information on age, 

gender, and interests.  

Sample age ranges and gender ratios 

 

Sample interests 

 

 

You can also use this data as the basis for segmentation—where you look at a subset of your data that meets a specific 

set of criteria—to evaluate how your users' behavior varies by demographics and interests. Doing so can help you 

understand how visitors who achieve your defined website goals differ from other visitors. You can also use these 

insights about your visitors to refine your communication strategies. 

Information for these new reports is derived from the DoubleClick third-party cookie. When a person visits a website 
that has partnered with the Google Display Network, Google stores a number in their browsers (using the 
DoubleClick third-party cookie) to remember their visits. This number uniquely identifies a web browser on a 
specific computer, not a specific person. Browsers may be associated with a demographic category, such as gender or 
age range, based on the sites that were visited, and with interest categories based on how often people visit sites of 
those categories. In addition, some sites might provide Google with demographic and interest information that people 
share on certain websites, such as social networking sites. Google also uses demographics derived from Google 
profiles. Not all of your visitors may have demographics associated with them, so these reports may only represent a 
subset of your visitors and may not be representative of your overall site composition. 
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GEO reports 

GEO reports provide information on visitor language and location. For example, you can see whether most of your 

visits are from the United States, and even which cities have the highest levels of traffic. This information is especially 

important if you are providing services like disaster assistance to a specific region. You’ll be able to see if people 

accessing information about these services on your website come from the regions you are targeting.  

Sample visitor location map 

 

Audience Behavior Reports  

Audience behavior reports provide detailed information on New vs. Returning visitors, Frequency & Recency, and 

Engagement.  

The New vs. Returning report classifies each visit as coming from either a new visitor or a returning visitor. When 

someone visits your site for the first time, the visit is categorized as visit from a new visitor. If the person has 

browsed your website before, the visit is categorized as visit from a returning visitor. A high number of new 

visits suggest that you are successful at driving traffic to your site, while a high number of return visits suggest that the 

site content is engaging enough for visitors to come back. This information is especially useful when you are trying to 

expand the reach of your site to different types of audiences with varied interests from various locations. 

New visitors and returning visitors 
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You can look at Frequency and Recency reports to see how recently visitors have visited. You can also look at the 

same report to see how frequently they return, called the number of visits per visitor. This metric is important for 

determining how “sticky” your website is and if your content is compelling. Regardless of the kind of website you 

have (content, referral, lead generating) you want visitors to come back more than once. Visits per visitor helps you 

track and trend the average number of times people come to your site in a given time frame. You can also see if there 

are times when your visitors come back more or less often. This is helpful to track if you release new content or have 

a new campaign.  

The Engagement report provides key information on visit duration and page depth. Visit duration is the total 

duration of all visits divided by the number of visits. To calculate average visit duration, Google Analytics sums the 

duration of each visit during the date range you specify and divides that sum by the total number of visits. Google 

Analytics reports this metric by intervals of time, 0-10 seconds, 11-30 seconds, 21-60 seconds, and so on. With this 

information, you can see whether a few visits are skewing your average time on site upward or downward. While 

your site could have an average time on site of 3 minutes, 60% of visits may have a duration of 0-10 seconds. It’s 

important to look at your website’s distribution of visit duration to see how long visitors engage with your content. If 

most of your visits lasted a short time, it could indicate that your content isn’t appealing.  

Average visit duration distribution 

 

In addition to average visit duration, page depth is a useful Engagement report. Page depth tells you how many 

visitors viewed 1 page, 2 pages, 3 pages, and so on up to 20+ pages. For example, your report might show that 2000 

visits accounted for views to one page only, 200 visits accounted for views to 2 pages, 50 accounted for views to 3 

pages, and so on. While your site may have 3.5 pages per visit, 60% of visitors may view only 1 page. It’s important 

to look at your website’s distribution of page depth to see how engaging your content is.  

Technology Reports  

Technology reports provide details on data dimensions related to visitors’ computer software, such as web browser 

and operating system, as well as service provider network (such as an agency’s network, or Comcast for home users). 

This information is useful when you are updating your site and need to know the parameters to design and test.  

 Browser reports can show you which browsers your visitors use, as well as the browser versions. For 

example, you can see the number of visitors that use Internet Explorer 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, etc.  

 Operating System reports show which operating system your visitors use, as well as the versions of those 

operating systems. For example, you can see how many visitors use Windows 7 or Windows XP.  
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 Network reports show visits by service provider, and can be especially helpful in seeing how many visits 

come from other government agencies. This helps you identify agencies that visit your website the most.  

Mobile Reports  

Mobile reports tell you how many visitors came from mobile devices. Mobile reports also compare behavior of 

mobile and non-mobile visitors by pages per visit, average visit duration, percent new visits, and bounce rate. Mobile 

reports also provide details on mobile devices and operating systems. This allows you to see the proportion of visits 

from iPhone, Blackberry, and Android devices.  

Custom Reports 

Custom reports show visitor activity by segments you create by modifying your Analytics tracking code. For 

example, you might have a form on your site where visitors can provide information on their occupation such as 

researcher, federal manager, or attorney. In this case, you can use custom variables to capture their selections. Their 

selections would then become dimensions for the custom variables report and future visits remain classified under the 

selected segment. Check out Google Analytic’s developer guides for more on creating custom variables.8 

Visitor Flow Reports 

Visitor flow can help you understand how people move through your site. Visitor flow is a graphical representation 

of the paths visitors took through your site, from the source, through the various pages, and where along their paths 

they exited your site (your home page will likely appear as “/” in the graphic). You can break out visitor flow by 

different dimensions, such as Country/Territory, Acquisitions, Social Networks, or custom variables. You can also 

apply an advanced or default segment to dissect the flow by types of traffic, such as mobile, direct, or new visitors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
8 https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/gajs/gaTrackingCustomVariables. 

https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/gajs/gaTrackingCustomVariables
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Sample visitor flow based on Country/Territory 

 

For a more in-depth analysis you can hover over a connection or click on it for more options. If you hover over a 

connection, you will see the total number of visits and the percent that exited your site from that page. Click a 

connection to view only traffic from that segment, show all the connections through here, or display the individual 

pages that are grouped together. For example, if all of your reports are grouped under ‘products’ you can choose to 

view the group details to see traffic through the most viewed reports.  
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Lesson 6:  Acquisition Reports 

The reports in the Acquisition section show you where your traffic is coming from on the 

Internet. Acquisition reports are broken out into a set of ten reporting options. You can 

compare your traffic sources against each other to find out which channels send you the 

highest quality traffic.  

Channels 

 Search Traffic: Visitors who click on a search results link in Google, Yahoo, 

or any other search engine.  

 Direct Traffic: Visitors who clicked on a bookmark to arrive at your site, or 

who typed the URL directly into their browser.  

 Referral Traffic: Visitors who came from links on other websites or blogs.  

 Social Traffic: Visitors who came from social media sites. 

 E-mail Traffic: Visitors who came from a link in e-mail.  

Looking at the highest traffic drivers is helpful, but it’s important to consider other factors as well. Another important 

metric is bounce rate—the percentage of visits in which the person left without viewing any other pages. Say 

blog.com sent the most traffic, but it has a 90% bounce rate. A bounce rate this high suggests that the site isn’t 

relevant to what the visitor is looking for.  

By clicking the “compare to site average” icon and selecting a comparison metric, you can see which sources 

outperform and underperform the site average. For example, if you select bounce rate as your comparison metric, 

you can see how sources of traffic compare to the site average.  

Comparing the bounce rate of your channels  

 

All Traffic 

The All Traffic report lists all of the sources sending traffic to your site. This report is particularly helpful because it 

can help you identify your top-performing sources. You may sometimes see referrals from google.com. These can 

come from Google Groups posts or static pages on other Google sites.  

Acquisition reports menu 
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Campaigns 

Campaign tracking is a method of identifying how users discover your site. You can use campaign tracking to 

accurately track online campaigns to your website, both from AdWords-generated campaigns as well as from other 

sources like e-mail and social media messaging. I highly recommend campaign tracking to see how well your e-mail 

and social media messaging works to drive traffic back to your website.  

Campaign tracking works like this:  

 You control the link to your website in your e-mail and social media messages. 

 You tack some labels onto the end of the link.  

 When a visitor clicks the link and arrives at your site, Google Analytics records those labels.  

 There is nothing to configure in Google Analytics—you just make the link.  

In web addresses, the parts after a question mark are called query parameters. Sometimes your webserver does 

something special with them, like www.example.gov/page?id=1234. If your webserver doesn’t recognize the query 

parameter, it ignores it. That means these addresses both go to the same page:  

 www.example.gov/page   

 www.example.gov/page?myname=sarahkaczmarek   

You can use labels that Google Analytics recognizes for medium, source, and campaign:  

www.example.com/page?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=independence_day 

You can use the Google Analytics URL builder so you don’t even have to build these URLs by hand.9 You can shorten 

your links with go.usa.gov, or by using a URL redirect for print campaigns. If you shorten your link, the redirect 

needs to have the query parameters.  

Be sure to use a consistent naming convention that is standard for your organization: capitalization matters. Also, only 

use campaign URL tagging for external messaging links coming from elsewhere (twitter, blog) to your site. For 

example, if you have five different URLs you are promoting for an Independence Day e-mail and social media 

campaign, the table below shows you how to build your query parameters. Add the parameters that match your 

medium and source to your URLs for Google Analytics to track and report how many people ended up clicking on 

these links to your website.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
9 https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1033867?hl=en. 

http://www.example.gov/page?id=1234
http://www.example.gov/page
http://www.example.gov/page?myname=sarahkaczmarek
http://www.example.com/page?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=independence_day
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1033867?hl=en
https://go.usa.gov/
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Table 1: Sample Independence Day campaign structure 

Campaign Medium (how 
they came) 

Source (where 
they came from) 

Query Parameter (what to add to your 
URLs) 

independence_day email newsletter ?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newslett
er&utm_campaign=independence_day 

independence_day social twitter ?utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&
utm_campaign=independence_day 

independence_day social facebook ?utm_medium=social&utm_source=faceboo
k&utm_campaign=independence_day 

independence_day social linkedin ?utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin
&utm_campaign=independence_day 

 

Compare campaign reports to identify those with lower bounce rate, longer time on site, and more goal conversions.  

Sample comparison of a campaign’s metrics for each landing page  
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Keywords 

Keywords are the words that visitors use to find your website when using a search engine. Website owners can pay 

to have their website come up when users put in certain keywords (“paid keywords”), but it is more likely that your 

keywords will be based on the content of your site (“organic keywords”). Looking at organic keywords is very useful 

for understanding what visitors were expecting to find on your site. Keywords with a high bounce rate tell you where 

you failed to meet that expectation.  

If you have a keyword with a high bounce rate, you can look at the page(s) where your visitors entered your site (the 

landing page) after searching for that keyword. To find out which landing page is being used for a keyword, select 

the keyword, and from the next screen type in the secondary dimension “Landing Page.” This report can be 

particularly helpful if multiple landing pages are being used. You can find out which landing pages are responsible for 

the lower performance and send the keyword traffic to the most effective landing page. This information can offer 

insights into how to best focus your search engine optimization efforts. If you see keyword information for something 

called “(not provided)” this is meant to protect user privacy. It only applies to organic keywords from Google for 

users who are signed in to a Google Account. As (not provided) keywords continue to grow, it’s important to look at 

the associated landing pages to assess trends.  

Finding keyword landing page reports  
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Lesson 7:  Behavior Reports 

Site Content 

Behavior reports are broken out into a set of nine reporting options. The Site Content section of 

Behavior provides reports looking at pages visited by All Pages reports, Content Drilldown 

reports, Landing Page reports, and Exit Page reports.  

All Pages Report  

The All Page report lists each page that received traffic. The Page Title viewing option on the All 

Pages report groups your pages according to Title tag; this view can be useful when you have 

more than one name for a page, like your home page.  

By default, Google Analytics orders the pages with the highest visited pages appearing at the top 
of the list. Clicking on the down arrow at the top of the column will show the reverse order, i.e. 
the least visited pages. This can help you assess the most and least popular content on your site. 
Be aware that Google Analytics will only show urls that were visited in the time period, so pages 
will not appear if they weren’t visited at all.  

Content Drilldown Report  

The Content Drilldown report groups pages according to folder directory. You can click on a 

directory to see the pages in the directory. For example, the Careers section of a website will 

likely be a folder directory, with multiple pages inside the directory. This helps you assess the 

most and least popular pages within a directory. You can use this information to consider 

revising less popular pages and possibly moving key information to more popular pages.  

Landing Pages Report 

The landing pages report lists all of the pages through which people entered your site. You may expect your home 

page to be the page where most of your visits begin, but this is often not the case. Pay as much attention to top entry 

pages as you do your home page. By identifying the landing page where most of your visits start, you can see the page 

where visitors get their first impression of your site. You can also use this report to monitor the bounce rate for each 

landing page. Bounce rate is good indicator of landing page relevance and effectiveness. The more relevant the page, 

the less likely a visitor will be to bounce. Consider testing multiple versions of top landing pages to see where you can 

reduce your bounce rate.  

Exit Pages Report 

The exit pages report provides a breakdown of the number of exits from each page, and the percent of exits from 

each page. Google Analytics takes the last page viewed in each user’s session and shows the pages that appear most 

frequently as the last one in visitor sessions. Exit rates differ from bounce rates because the visitor could have seen 

multiple pages before exiting, which would only be captured under exit rates because bounced visits indicate the 

visitor only viewed one page before leaving your site. This report is often considered less helpful than looking at 

bounce rates because there are many reasons why a visitor will exit your site that could have nothing to do with the 

site content itself.  

 Behavior reports menu 

 Sample directory 
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Site Search Reports  

Google Analytics provides internal site search reports that allow you to see how people search once they’ve arrived at 

your site. By looking at what people search for, you can identify missing or hidden content on your site and improve 

search results for key phrases. You can also see the vocabulary your visitors use, and identify when they have trouble 

finding content. The total number of on site searches is a good indicator of the ease your visitors have finding 

content. A high site search rate could mean visitors are unable to quickly find desired. Or, it could mean visitors 

would rather skip to search box to find specific information than read through your content. In contrast, a low 

number of search queries could mean content is readily available and complete.  

Sample percent of visits with and without site search 

 

Google Analytics reports use search term when referring to internal site searches and keyword when referring to 

external searches. The site search usage report compares visitors who used site search to those who did not. The 

search terms report only includes visits during which a search was performed. The search terms are listed in a table. 

You can see how each term compares in terms of number of searches, percentage of search refinements, and other 

metrics. Search terms that result in unsuccessful searches may indicate that there’s content missing from your site. 

Visitors are looking for information you aren’t providing. Alternatively, visitors could be using different words to 

describe content than you. Let your content speak in the language of your audience.  

Pages reports provide information on start pages and destination pages: 

 Start Pages lists all of the pages from which visitors searched. Your home page and other popular pages will 

likely be at the top of the list. Consider what surprises you on this list, look for lower-traffic pages that have 

a lot of searches. It could mean information on these pages is confusing, or a navigation element could be 

poorly worded or organized. You can click on a page in the table for a list of all of the search terms used 

from that page.  

 Destination Pages tells you which pages are most commonly found through search on your site. Click on a 

page in the table to see the search terms that led to the page.  

Set up Site Search for a View  

In order to set up site search tracking for your website, you’ll need to configure your view settings. Note that you 

need to be an administrator to complete these steps. Click “admin” in the main navigation. Navigate to the Account, 

Web property, and View for which you want to enable site search reports. Then select View Settings.  
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Navigating to View Settings 

 
 

To use this function, you must know what your website uses to designate an internal query parameter. A simple way 

to find this out is by running a search on your website. If you search for the word “report,” the word “report” will 

appear after the query parameter in the results page URL. For example, if you search “report” on Google, the URL 

for the results page is: https://www.google.com/#q=report. Google’s internal query parameter is “q”. An internal 

query parameter may be a letter, or it may be a word such as “term”, “search”, or “query”.  

In the Site Search Settings section, switch the Site search Tracking to “ON.” In the “Query Parameter” field, enter the 

internal query parameter for your website. The example case uses “q” as well. You may enter up to five parameters, 

separated by commas.   

Select whether or not you want Google Analytics to strip the query parameter from your URL. Note that this strips 

only the parameters you provided and not any other parameters in the same URL. This has the same functionality as 

excluding URL Query Parameters in your main view: if you strip the query parameters from your Site Search view, 

you don't have to exclude them again from your main view.  

If your website search function allows users to narrow search results by 

categories, you may also choose to track these in your View. You can 

determine what your website’s category parameters are by using each category 

to narrow a search. The parameter will appear after the search term in the 

URL. In the “Category Parameter” field, enter the category parameter. In the 

example case, the website uses the word “facets”.  Then select whether or not 

you want Google Analytics to strip the category parameters from your URL. 

Note that this strips only the parameters you provided and not any other 

parameters in the same URL.  

 

 

Behavior reports menu 

https://www.google.com/#q=report
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In-Page Analytics  

In-page analytics creates a data-rich overlay for your website, showing you how users interacted with each 
part of it. In-page analytics works on every page on your site, from your home page to your contact page. 
You can see how visitors navigated your site based on the percentage of users who clicked on links to other 
pages. When viewing in-page analytics, you can scroll down the page to see the percentage of users who 
clicked on content lower down on the page. Knowing the percent that scrolled down is helpful for longer 
pages, especially if you have important links below the fold.  

With in-page analytics you can answer questions such as: 

 Which links are visitors clicking? 
 Are visitors seeing the content they are looking for on a page? 

 Are your calls to action visible enough or motivating? 

In-page analytics do have a couple of limitations. They perform best with modern browsers, so you’ll want 
to use the current versions of Chrome or Firefox, and Microsoft Internet Explorer 9 or later. You will also 
notice that if you have multiple links to the same page, you will only see the combined clicks to that page. 
For example, if your home page has two links to your reports section, in-page analytics will only provide 
the percent of people that clicked to that page from either link.  

Sample In-Page Analytics report 
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Lesson 8:  Conversion Reports  

Behavior reports are broken out into a set of four reporting options. The agency I work for 

does not have an ecommerce site, so I will focus primarily on goals in this lesson. 

It is helpful to establish goals for your website, especially if you want visitors to complete 

specific transactions on your site. Defining site goals and tracking goal conversions is one 

of the best ways to assess how well your site meets its objectives. In Google Analytics, a 

goal represents an activity or a level of interaction with your website that’s important to 

the success of your strategic objectives. Some examples of goals could be completing an 

online form, visiting a frequently asked questions page, or even spending a certain amount of time on your website. A 

goal conversion is when a visitor completes a goal that you have defined.   

There are four types of goals in Google Analytics.  

 A URL destination goal is a page that visitors see once they have completed an activity. For an account 

sign-up, this might be the “Thank you for signing up” page. A URL destination goal triggers a conversion 

when a visitor views the page you've specified.  

 A visit duration goal is a time threshold that you define. When a visitor spends more or less time on your 

site than the threshold you specify, a conversion is triggered.  

 A pages per visit goal allows you to define a pages viewed threshold. When a visitor views more pages— 

or fewer pages—than the threshold you've set, a conversion is triggered.  

 An event goal allows you to attach a conversion to an event that you have defined, like playing a video. 

Google Analytics allows you to assign a dollar value to your goals. If you have an actual, assigned dollar value, use it. 

You can also think a bit more broadly on assigning dollar values. For example, if a visitor finds information they need 

on a specific Q&A page instead of calling your call center, which costs $20 per phone call, you can assign a $20 value 

for this URL destination goal.  

Funnels  

For each URL destination goal that you define, you can also define a funnel. A 

funnel is the set of steps, or pages, that you expect visitors to visit on their way 

to complete the conversion.10 The goal page signals the end of the activity— such 

as a “thank you” page—and the funnel steps are the pages that visitors encounter 

on their way to the goal.  

Defining a funnel is valuable because it allows you to see where visitors enter and 

exit the conversion process. For example, if you notice that many of your visitors 

never go further than a certain page you might focus on redesigning that page so 

that it’s simpler. Knowing which steps in the process lose would-be customers 

allows you to eliminate bottlenecks and create a more efficient conversion path.  

 

                                                            
10 Advanced segments do not work on a conversion funnel. 

Behavior reports menu 

Sample funnel 
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Setting up Goals  

To set up a goal, click “Admin” in the main navigation. Navigate to the Account, Web property, and View for which 

you want to set up a goal. Then select Goals. You can create up to 4 sets of 5 goals each.  

Navigating to set up goals 

 

Defining URL Destination Goals  

To define a URL destination goal, select “URL Destination” as the goal type. Next, enter the URL of the goal page. 

You don’t have to enter the entire URL. You can enter the request URI–that’s what comes after the domain or 

hostname. If the complete URL is www.agency.gov/confirmation.php, you only need to enter /confirmation.php. 

Make sure that the URL you enter corresponds to a page that the visitor will only see once they complete an activity. 

Pick something like a confirmation page for your goal. You can also enter a name for the goal. This name will appear 

in your conversion reports. Defining a funnel is optional. To define your funnel steps, you add the URLs of the pages 

leading up to the goal URL. Just as with goals, you don’t have to enter the entire URL of a funnel step, just the 

request URI is fine.  

Defining URL destination goals 
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The Match Type defines how Google Analytics identifies a goal or funnel step. You have three choices for the match 

type option.  

 Head Match is the default. It indicates that the URL of the page visited must match what you enter for the 

goal URL, but if there is any additional data at the end of their URL then the goal will still be counted. For 

example, some websites append a product ID or a visitor ID or some other parameter to the end of the 

URL. Head Match will ignore these. If you want every page in a subdirectory to be counted as a goal, then 

you could enter the subdirectory as the goal and select “Head Match.”  

 Exact Match means that the URL of the page visited must exactly match what you enter for the goal URL. 

In contrast to Head Match, which can be used to match every page in a subdirectory, Exact Match can only 

be used to match one single page.  

 Regular Expression Match gives you the most flexibility. For example, if you want to count any sign-up 

page as a goal, and sign-up pages can occur in various subdirectories, you can create a regular expression that 

will match any sign-up page in any subdirectory. When you use regular expression match, the value you 

enter as the goal URL as well as each of the funnel steps will be read as a regular expression (regular 

expressions are discussed in a subsequent lesson).  

Regardless of which option you choose, Google Analytics is only matching Request URIs. In other words, the domain 

name is ignored. Check “Case Sensitive” if you want the URLs you entered into your goal and funnel to exactly match 

the capitalization of visited URLs.  

Defining Threshold Goals (Visit Duration, Pages per Visit) 

Threshold goals are useful for measuring site engagement, whereas URL destination goals are best for measuring how 

frequently a specific activity has been completed. If your objective is for visitors to view as much content as possible, 

you might set a pages per visit goal. Or, if you have a customer support site and your objective is for visitors to get 

the information they need in as short a time as possible, you might set a visit duration goal with a “less than” 

condition.  

To define a visit duration, select “Time on Site” as the goal type. Next, select "Greater than" or "Less than" and enter 

an amount of time, for example, 15 minutes.  

To define a pages per visit goal, select “Pages per Visit” as the goal type. Next, select "Greater than," "Equal to," or 

"Less than," and enter a number of pages.  

Setting up a visit duration goal 
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In the Reverse Goal Path report you can see this data even if you haven’t defined a funnel. It lists the navigation paths 

that visitors took to arrive at a goal page and shows you the number of conversions that resulted from each path. This 

is a great report for identifying funnels that you hadn’t considered before and it can give you great ideas for designing 

a more effective site.  
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Part 4: Customization 

Lesson 9: Dashboards  

 
Dashboards are an easy way for you to access and organize metrics you review frequently. Dashboards give you an 

overview on how your properties are performing by displaying summaries of different reports as widgets on a single 

page. With a dashboard, you can monitor many metrics at once and you can quickly check the status of your accounts 

or see correlations between different reports.  

Dashboards are only in the view and user account in which you created them. You can use the e-mail and export 

menu options to share a dashboard. You can create up to 20 dashboards, and each dashboard can contain up to 12 

widgets. You can add new widgets to a dashboard by clicking “Add to Dashboard” at the top of any report, or by 

clicking “Add Widget” from the dashboard menu. You can also customize any widget on a dashboard by clicking the 

pencil icon, or remove any widget by clicking on the “X” icon.  

Add a widget to a dashboard from any report 
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Add a widget from the dashboard menu 

 

 

Customize or remove a widget from a dashboard 
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One helpful dashboard could display the 10 minimum common baseline performance metrics from GSA’s Digital 

Government Strategy.11 You can add this dashboard by clicking this shared dashboard link while you are logged in to 

Google Analytics.12  

Common baseline metrics dashboard  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
11 https://www.digitalgov.gov/2013/07/29/digital-metrics-for-federal-agencies/. 
12 https://www.google.com/analytics/web/template?uid=oKthT9J5RwqqHEtbErbejA. 

http://www.howto.gov/web-content/digital-metrics#part-1
https://www.google.com/analytics/web/template?uid=oKthT9J5RwqqHEtbErbejA
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Lesson 10: Intelligence Events  

 
Use analytics intelligence to monitor website traffic and detect significant changes with alerts. It helps you find 

where something unexpected happened in your data. It also informs you about things like suddenly higher or lower 

traffic, goal conversions, or revenue. This is useful especially if the changes happen only in a small segment of traffic, 

like a type of visitor or particular campaign. 

There are two kinds of alerts, automatic and custom. You can change the alert importance level from low to high to 

view fewer or more alerts, and you can look at them from a daily, weekly, or monthly perspective.  

Viewing analytics intelligence  

 

Custom alerts are based on a set of conditions you create. For example, you can set a custom alert for a spike in 

bounce rate associated with a certain page. This kind of alert could indicate a problem, and with the e-mail option 

you can be notified right away, and can even be notified by text message.  

Creating a custom alert 
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Lesson 11: Real-Time Reports 

 
Real-time reports provide information about the traffic on your website right now, in a set of six 

reporting options. Real-time report data updates continuously and each pageview is reported 

seconds after it occurs. Real-time reports are based on your View. If you have a View of a sub-

section of your site the real-time data will be based only on this subsection. Using real time data 

has a number of benefits, and shows you:  

 The number of people on your site right now 

 The geographic locations of your visitors 

 Keywords and sites that referred your visitors 

 Pages your visitors are viewing and what content is currently popular 

 Conversions as they happen 

 The immediate impact of your social media messages 

 Breaking news situations 

The folks at GOV.UK have come up with great ways to get the most out of your real-time data.13 They are using real-

time data to see how constituents interact with select sections of their site in one easy-to-use dashboard. You can 

follow these steps to create a dashboard of real-time traffic to key sections of your site. First, navigate to My Stuff, 

then Dashboards, then “+ New Dashboard.” Choose “+ Add Widget” and fill it out as shown in the example figure. 

Here I’m tracking my agency’s Reports & Testimonies section, based on the beginning of the URL string /browse/. 

I’ve added the special character ^ at the beginning of the string to capture all pages that begin with /browse/.  

Example widget settings for real-time dashboard 

 

                                                            
13 https://gdsdata.blog.gov.uk/2013/12/12/making-the-most-of-real-time-data/. 

Real-time reports menu 

https://gdsdata.blog.gov.uk/2013/12/12/making-the-most-of-real-time-data/?utm_source=document&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=GAO
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You can clone the widget and repeat this process for the key sections of your site you would like to track in real-time. 

Then just rearrange the widgets on your dashboard in the order you want them to appear.  

Example dashboard with real-time data 
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Lesson 12: Creating and E-mailing Custom Reports  

 
A custom report is a report that you create to look at historic data. You pick the dimensions (like city or browser) 

and metrics (like Visits or Bounce Rate) and decide how to display them. You can use up to two dimensions in your 

custom reports, or up to seven with the Query Explorer tool.14 To create a custom report, click the “Customization” 

tab and then click “+ New Custom Report.” You can also edit or delete custom reports within the overview.  

Custom reporting overview 

 

Use a custom report when standard reports don’t have the dimensions and metrics you need all in one place.  (Just be 

careful in the metrics and dimensions you combine—if you’re looking at page dimensions, you want to combine 

them with pageview metrics. If you’re looking at visit dimensions, you want to combine them with visit metrics.) 

Custom reports can be a good option when you have colleagues with very specific needs for data so that they don’t 

have to look for it. You can also set custom reports to automatically e-mail themselves to you and your colleagues.  

You can create a custom report for your social media campaigns. You can build a report that tells you the landing 

page from the campaign, and the associated number of visits, the bounce rate, and average time on page. You can 

then set the report to automatically send an e-mail to you at set intervals, like at the end of every month.  

Example custom report for a social media campaign 

 

                                                            
14 http://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/explorer/. 

http://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/explorer/
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Another helpful custom report is site search terms by start pages. This helps you see the pages where people search 

for something and what they were looking to find. By looking at what people search for, you can identify missing or 

hidden content on your site and improve search results for key phrases. You can also see the vocabulary your visitors 

use, and identify when they have trouble finding content. 

Example custom report for site search terms by start page 
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Part 5: In-Depth Analysis 

Lesson 13: Advanced Segmentation 

With Advanced Segments, you can quickly isolate and analyze subsets of your data that meet a specific set of 

criteria. This helps you break down all your Google Analytics visitor data into manageable chunks. For example, by 

selecting “Mobile Traffic,” you can limit your analysis of all reports to only the visits from mobile devices. The 

Advanced Segment drop-down shows two kinds of segments: default segments and custom segments. Built-in 

segments are predefined and available to anyone using Google Analytics. Custom segments are segments that you 

define.  

Built-in and custom advanced segments 

 

To apply an advanced segment, click Advanced Segments and select the segments you want. You can select up to four 

segments at a time. Once you’ve applied one or more advanced segments, you can see the data for the segments 

throughout all of your reports. The segments remain applied until you deselect them or you logoff. You can use 

advanced segments to dig into historical data and get valuable insights to improve your future campaigns and online 

experience. While advanced segments can be applied to a dashboard, they do not work on a conversion funnel. 

Applying multiple advanced segments 
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To create a custom advanced segment, begin by clicking the “All Visits” circle. Then click “+ Create New Segment.” 

Then select if you want to segment data based on demographics, technology, behavior, date of first visit, traffic 

sources, or advanced conditions and sequences. You can combine one or more logical statements to define a segment. 

Click “Preview” and you can see the percentage of total visits that are included in the segment. When you’ve finished, 

click “Save.” The segment will now appear in the Custom Segments area.  

It’s helpful to create a set of advanced segments to view traffic from social media sites. (For more ideas on social 

network segments, like image based or video based social segments, check out this great blog article).15 For example, 

you can create a segment to look at traffic coming from main social networking sites by including multiple traffic 

sources. These sources can include traffic from Twitter, Facebook, Google+, or LinkedIn. Be sure to select “or” after 

each source, to create a logical string saying traffic can come from Twitter or from Facebook. These networks can 

appear in Google Analytics in multiple ways, so you will need to include all their potential source options: 

 Twitter: Twitter, twitter.com, t.co, twittergadget.com, mobile.twitter.com, and api.twitter.com 

 Facebook: facebook.com and m.facebook.com 

 Google+: plus.google.com and plus.url.google.com 

 LinkedIn: linkedin.com 

Previewing a custom advanced segment for main social network traffic 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
15 http://www.advancedwebranking.com/blog/google-analytics-advanced-segments-for-measuring-social-media/. 

http://www.advancedwebranking.com/blog/google-analytics-advanced-segments-for-measuring-social-media/
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Lesson 14: Filters 

Google Analytics filters provide you with a flexible way of defining what data are included in your reports and how 

it appears. You can filter the data that goes into a view to include or exclude data, or make changes to the data. 

Popular uses for filters include:  

 Exclude employees, web developers, and other internal traffic from your agency.  

 Separate data from test/development and production sites.  

 Clean up your data and messy URLs so it’s easier to read and analyze.  

 Include data for just one portion of your site, or traffic from a particular segment of visits.  

Once a filter is applied to a view, it permanently alters the original raw data. All of the processing happens once 

when data is received, so changes are not retroactive and can’t be undone. Because of this, it’s a best practice to have 

an unfiltered view and a view to test filters. Create the unfiltered view and never touch the configuration on it again; 

use this view for troubleshooting. Use your test filters view to test changes to filters, goals, and other configurations 

before applying them to your production data. 

Keep in mind there are important differences between advanced segments and views because of this.  

Table 2: Differences between advanced segments and filters 

Advanced Segments Filters 

Can be created by those with Read & Analyze or 
Collaborate permissions. 

Must be created by an Editor. 

Can be turned on and off as needed. Once data has been passed through a filter, Google 
cannot re-process the raw data. 

May be applied to historical data.  Does not affect data before it’s applied. 

Multiple advanced segments can be compared side-by-
side in reports. 

Can use more than one filter on a view, but be careful 
the logic makes sense in combination and order. 

 

To set up a filter, start by clicking “Admin” in the main navigation. Navigate to the Account, Web property, and view 

for which you want to set up a filter. Then select Filters.  

Google Analytics provides three commonly used predefined filters.  

 Exclude Traffic from Domains excludes traffic from the domain that you specify in the Domain field. If 

you apply this filter, Google Analytics will apply a reverse lookup with each visitor’s IP address to determine 

if the visitor is coming in from a domain that should be filtered out. Domains usually represent the ISP of 

your visitor although larger departments generally have their IP addresses mapped to their domain name.  

 Exclude Traffic from IP Addresses removes traffic from addresses entered into the IP address field. 

This filter is generally used to exclude your internal company traffic. As a best practice, create a filter to 

exclude your internal agency traffic from your reports.   

 Include Traffic Subdirectories causes your view to only report traffic to a specified directory on your 

site. This is typically used on a view that is created to track one part of a website.  
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Custom Filters  

In addition to the pre-defined filters that Analytics offers, you can also create custom filters. Custom filters offer you 

greater control over what data appears in your views. To create a custom filter, select “Custom filter.” Additional 

fields will appear when you choose this option.  

Setting up custom filters 

 

Each custom filter has three main parts.  

 The first part of a custom filter is filter types. There are six filter types available and each one serves a 

specific purpose, described below in Table 1. 

 The second part is the filter field. There are numerous fields you can use to create your filter. Examples of 

some commonly used fields are the Request URI and Visitor Country fields.  

 The third part of a custom filter is the filter pattern. This is the text string that is used to attempt to match 

pageview data. The pattern that you provide is applied to the field and, if it matches any part of the field, it 

returns a positive result and causes an action to occur. You’ll need to use Regular Expressions to create the 

filter.  
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Table 3: Types of custom filters  

Filter Type Description 

Exclude If the pattern matches, the hit is excluded. 

Include If the pattern doesn’t match, the hit is excluded. 

Lowercase/Uppercase Converts the field into all lowercase or uppercase characters. Lowercase and Uppercase 

filters are very useful for consolidating line items in a report. For example, if you see 

multiple entries in your reports for a keyword or a URL, and the only difference between 

the multiple entries is that sometimes the URL or keyword appears with a different 

combination of uppercase and lowercase letters. You can use the Lowercase and Uppercase 

filters to consolidate these multiple entries into a single entry. 

Search & Replace Search for a pattern within a field and replace it with something else. Often used to replace 

long URL strings with a shorter string that is easier to read and identify in your reports. 

Advanced 

 

Construct a field from one or two other fields. For example, append Hostname to Request  

URI. You can use Advanced filters to remove unnecessary data, replace one field with 

another, or combine elements from multiple filter fields. For example, a best practice when 

tracking multiple subdomains in a single profile is to append the subdomain name to the 

page names. You can do this by creating an advanced filter that appends Hostname to 

Request URI. 

 

 

Using Filters and Views 

 

Once you’ve defined a filter, you can apply it to a single view or across several views. For example, the graphic shows 

a single Web property with two views. Filter 1 has been applied to both views. Filter 2 has been applied only to view 

2. By setting up multiple views and applying filters creatively to each of them, you have a great deal of reporting and 

analysis flexibility.  

Filters and views 

 

 

Filters and Subdomains 

 

If your subdomains are totally separate agencies, and you have no need for reports that include cumulative traffic to 

both, then you could create a unique Web property for each subdomain. Google Analytics creates a unique Web 
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property ID for each Web property you set up. The Web property ID comprises the letters “UA”, the account ID, 

and a unique number that distinguishes the Web property from other web properties in the account.  

In the example figure, Web property 1 is distinguished by a dash 1. Web property 2 is distinguished by a dash 2. 

You’d install the “dash 1” version of your tracking code on your Subdomain A pages, and the “dash 2” version of your 

tracking code on your Subdomain B pages. If you want to analyze the traffic aggregated across both subdomains, you 

could set up 3 duplicate views under a single Web property. Then, you’d apply an Include filter to two of the views. 

View 1 includes all traffic to both subdomains. View 2 only includes traffic to subdomain A. View 3 only includes 

traffic to subdomain B. In this scenario, you’d install identical tracking code on every page of the site regardless of 

subdomain.  

Tracking subdomains 

 

Best Practices for Filters and Views 

 

As mentioned earlier, when setting up views and filters for your Analytics account, you should always create one 

unfiltered view that can be a back-up in case your filters do not function as planned or you need more data than you 

originally thought. Once your raw data has passed through filters, Google cannot go back and reprocess the data. 

Maintaining an unfiltered view provides you with a backup.  

You can apply multiple include and exclude filters to a single view, but keep in mind that when more than one filter 

is applied, the filters will be executed in the same order that they are listed in your View Settings. In other words, the 

output from one filter is then used as the input for the next filter. For example, if you want to include only users 

from Virginia and New Jersey, you cannot create two separate include filters because they will cancel each other out. 

The solution is to create one filter that uses a regular expression to indicate that the Visitor Region should be Virginia 

or New Jersey.  
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Lesson 15: Regular Expressions (Regex) 

A regular expression (regex) is a set of characters and metacharacters (special characters) that are used to match 

text in a specified pattern. You can use regular expressions to configure goals and filters. For example, if you want to 

create a filter that filters out a range of IP addresses, you’ll need to enter a string that describes the range of the IP 

addresses that you want excluded from your traffic.  

You’ll find a number of useful applications for regex as you use Google Analytics. But, it’s important that you 

consider all the implications of each expression that you use when you set up a filter or a goal. It’s easy to make a 

mistake and not get the data you need. Set up a duplicate view to test your regex statements. After enough data has 

been collected, check your results and make sure they’re what you expect. Always maintain a backup view that 

includes all your data.  

Table 4: Meaning of special characters in regular expressions  

Characters Description 

Dot (.)  . Any single character 

 

The regex c.t will match “cat”, “cut”, “cot”, or “c3t”. It will also match the letters c and t 

with a space or tab between them.   

Question Mark (?) ? Zero or one of the previous character 

 

The regex Ct? will match “C” (one capital C, zero lowercase t) or “Ct” (one capital C, one 

lowercase t).  

 

This also works with numbers, so the regex 31? will match “3” or “31”.  

Plus Sign (+) + One or more of the previous character 

 

The regex Ct+ will match “Ct”, “Ctt”, “Cttt”, and so on, but will not match “C” by itself.  

 

Similarly the regex 31+ matches “31”, “311”, “3111”, and so on, but will not match “3” by 

itself.  

Star (*) * Zero or more of the previous character 

 

The regex Ct* will match “C”, “Ct”, “Ctt”, “Cttt”, and so on. (Note that you must have 

the capital C, or the match will fail.) 

 

Similarly the regex 31* matches “3”, “31”, “311”, “3111”, and so on.  

 

.* Zero or more of any character 

Repetition { } {n,m} (where n >= 0 and m >= n) Repeats the previous item between n and 

m times 

 

The regex 31{1,3} matches “31”, “311”, and “3111” but does not match “3”, or “31111”.  
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{n} where n is an integer >= 1 Repeats the previous item exactly n times.  

 

The regex 3{3} matches “333” 

Backslash \ \ Escape the special meaning of special characters  

 

The backslash (\) signals to a regex that the following character, if it has a special regex 

meaning, should be interpreted literally, not in its special regex sense. So . by itself means 

“any single character,” while \. with the backslash means an actual period. This works for 

any character that has a special meaning in a regular expression: \* means an actual star, 

and \+ means an actual plus. The backslash also works on itself; to search for a literal 

backslash, a regex pattern must contain \\ .  

 

The regex U.S. would match a number of unintended strings, including “UPS.”, “U.Sb”, 

and “U3Sg”. If you want to treat a dot like a regular dot, you have to escape it with the 

backslash, using the regex U\.S\. 

Character Sets and 

Ranges [ ] 

[ ] Match one item in this character set 

 

Use square brackets to enclose all of the characters you want as match possibilities. So the 

regex [uU]\.[sS]\. matches “u.s.”  and “U.S.”  

 

- Use a hyphen inside a character set to specify a range 

The regex [0-9] matches 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

The regex [^0-9] does not match 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Grouping ( ) ( ) Group and remember contents as an item 

 

| Either/Or 

 

The regex (U\.S\.|US|u\.s\.|us) matches “U.S.”, “US”, “u.s.”, and “us” 

Anchors ^ $ ^ Beginning of a string 

The regex ^US Holiday matches “US Holiday”, but not “Next Monday is a US Holiday” 

 

$ End of a string 

The regex US Holiday$ matches “US Holiday”, but not “US Holiday Schedule” 

Shorthand Character 

Classes \d \s \w 

\d Match any number  

 

\s Match any whitespace character (including tabs and hard returns) 

 

\w Match any letter, number, or underscore  
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Lesson 16: Event Tracking and Virtual Page views 

Google Analytics does not automatically capture some interactions you may wish to measure. This includes 

interactions with embedded video players, games, or other interactive experiences on site pages, as well as file 

downloads and clicks on links that take the visitor to another site. This is because when a visitor interacts with a video 

player, for example, no pageview is generated. There are two ways to track these kinds of activities: virtual 

pageviews and Event Tracking.  

Virtual Pageviews 

You can create a virtual pageview to represent practically any kind of activity or interaction you want. For 

example, you can use virtual pageviews to track a download or a Flash event. You call _trackPageview() and provide 

any name you want as the argument. It’s “virtual” because you’re telling Google Analytics to register a pageview even 

though no new page has actually been loaded. You’ll see these virtual pageviews alongside ordinary pageviews in the 

Pages and Content Drilldown reports.  

If you look at the Google Analytics tracking code, you’ll notice that it calls _trackPageview(). This lets Google 

Analytics know that the browser has loaded a page. When you call _trackPageview(), however, you’ll want to 

provide an argument that specifies a virtual page name for the event you’re tracking.  

It’s a good idea to adopt a clear naming convention for your virtual pageviews. You might, for example, group virtual 

pageviews into categories by giving them a virtual subdirectory. Also, since virtual pageviews appear along with 

standard pageviews in reports, you may wish to create a duplicate view where you filter out the virtual pageviews. To 

make this easy, you might organize all of your virtual pageviews into a virtual directory.  

Event Tracking 

The other way to track non-pageview interactions is to use event tracking. One advantage of using event tracking 

is that you won’t generate an extra pageview each time an interaction occurs. Another advantage is that you can easily 

organize your events into categories, actions, and labels. And you can even provide values for each event you track. 

All of your events show up in the Events reports within the Behavior section.  

Call the _trackEvent() method each time you want to register an event. The slide shows the full specification of 

_trackEvent() —which you can also find documented on the Google code site—and how you would actually call it, 

assuming that you are using asynchronous tracking.  

The arguments to _trackEvent() are: 

 Category (1st argument): the name you supply for the group of objects you want to track, e.g. “Videos” 

 Action (2nd argument): a string that is uniquely paired with each category, and commonly used to define the 

type of user interaction for the web object, e.g. “Play” or “Stop” button clicks 

 Label (optional 3rd argument): Further designation given to the event, e.g. “Finding Nemo” 

 Value (optional 4th argument): numerical value assigned to the event, e.g. load time 

 

In your reports, you’ll notice that both total events and unique events are counted. Total Events is the total number 

of times an event occurs—the number of times _trackEvent was called. But, for Unique Events, each particular event 

is only counted once per visit. If during a single visit, a visitor presses Play 5 times on the same movie, total events 
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will be incremented by 5. But unique events will only be incremented by 1, because for unique events, a particular 

event is only counted once per visit.  

The arguments you provide when you call _trackEvent will govern how events are organized in your reports. Before 

you add the calls to _trackEvent to your site, consider these best practices. First, determine in advance all of the kinds 

of events you’ll want to track. Try to create a hierarchy of categories, actions, and labels that will grow with your 

needs. Work with your report users to make sure that the hierarchy makes sense.  

Advantages of Event Tracking over Virtual Pageviews  

Event tracking allows you to analyze user interactions in much greater detail, and avoids inflating your pageview 

counts. For example, instead of seeing how many times a movie was played on your site, event tracking allows you to 

analyze how people use your video player, and see how different events correlate with site usage.  
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Lesson 17: Content Experiments 

Content experiments allow you to test how well different versions of pages work in getting visitors to accomplish 

specific goals. With content experiments you can test up to five full versions of a single page to see which of those 

pages drives the most goal conversions. Each of the pages is delivered to visitors from a separate URL. This is 

somewhat different from either standard A/B or multivariate testing, where you would test just two versions of a 

page (A/B testing) or various combinations of components on a single page (multivariate testing).  

With Content Experiments, you can:  

 Compare how different web pages perform using a random sample of your visitors  

 Define what percentage of your visitors are included in the experiment  

 Choose which goals to test  

When you see which page drives the most conversions, you can make that one the live page for all visitors.  

To access experiments go to the Standard Reporting tab, navigate to Behavior in the left menu, and then 

Experiments. The two main requirements for starting experiments are different versions of a web page to serve to 

visitors and goals set up in your analytics account.  

Testing Possibilities:  

 Headlines and headers  

 Images and icons  

 Text  

 Calls to action  

 Page layout  

Possible Goals to use as the basis for your experiments:  

 URL destination goals  

 Event goals  

 Visit duration goals  

 Pages per visit goals  

To get faster and more reliable results:  

 Test only a few elements so you which elements are responsible for the best results  

 Use highly trafficked pages to get more data faster  

 Make bold changes that your visitors won’t miss  
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Part 6: Glossary of Terms 

Term Definition 

Acquisition Reports Where your visitors came from. 

Advanced Segments  A subset of your data that meets a specific set of criteria.  Applicable to all 
reports.  

Analytics Intelligence  Monitors website traffic and detects significant changes.  

Audience Reports Information about your visitors. 

Avg. Pages per Visit  The average number of pages viewed on your website by all visitors over a set 
amount of time. 

Avg. Time on Page  The average amount of time spent on a single page by all visitors, such as the 
average time spent on your home page. Google Analytics excludes bounces 
from this calculation.  

Avg. Time on Site  The average amount of time spent on your website by all visitors, including 
bounced visits. To calculate Average Time on Site, Google Analytics divides 
the total time for all visits by the number of visits.  

Behavior Reports Pageviews of different sections of your website and individual pages. 

Bounce Rate  The percentage of single-page visits.  

Built-in Segments Predefined advanced segments and available to anyone using Google Analytics. 

Channel Source of traffic to your site. 

Collaborate Permissions Can create personal assets, and share them. Can collaborate on shared assets 
like editing a dashboard or annotation. Includes Read & Analyze. 

Conversion Reports The success of your custom-defined goals. 

Custom Segments  Advanced segments that you define.  

Dashboard  An overview on how your properties are performing by displaying summaries 
of different reports as widgets on a single page.  

Dimension  Describes data attributes, such as city or region, browser or operating system, 
or mobile device information or service provider.  

Direct Traffic  Visitors who clicked on a bookmark to arrive at your site, or who typed the 
URL directly into their browser. 

Edit Permissions Can perform administrative and report-related functions (e.g., add/edit/delete 
accounts, properties, views, filters, goals, etc., but not manage users), and see 
report data. Includes Collaborate. 

E-mail Traffic Visitors that came from a link in e-mail. 

Event Goal  Allows you to attach a goal conversion to an event that you have defined.  

Event Tracking  Represents an activity or interaction with an event, such as playing a podcast or 
video.  
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Exact Match Type  The URL of the page visited must exactly match what you enter for the goal 
URL.  

Exclude Traffic from 
Domains Filter  

Excludes traffic from the domain that you specify in the Domain field. If you 
apply this filter, Google Analytics will apply a reverse lookup with each 
visitor’s IP address to determine if the visitor is coming in from a domain that 
should be filtered out.  

Exclude Traffic from IP 
Addresses Filter  

Removes traffic from addresses entered into the IP address field. This filter is 
generally used to exclude your internal company traffic.  

Exit Rate  The percent of visitors that left your website from a certain page.  

Filters  Flexible way of defining what data is included in your reports and how it 
appears, by processing raw traffic data based on the specifications. Once data 
has been passed through a filter, Google cannot re-process the raw data.  

Funnel The set of steps, or pages, that you expect visitors to visit on their way to 
complete the conversion.  

Goals Represents an activity or a level of interaction with your website that’s 
important to the success of your strategic objectives.  

Head Match Type  The URL of the page visited must match what you enter for the goal URL, but 
if there is any additional data at the end of their URL then the goal will still be 
counted. 

Include Traffic 
Subdirectories Filter  

Causes your view to only report traffic to a specified directory on your site. 
This is typically used on a view that is created to track one part of a website. 

Keywords Words people used to find your site on external search engines.  

Landing Pages  Pages through which people began their visit on your site. Landing pages are 
not necessarily the home page.  

Match Type  Defines how Google Analytics identifies a goal or funnel step.  

Manage Users Permissions Can manage account users (add/delete users, assign permissions). Does not 
include Edit or Collaborate. 

Metric A measurement.  

New Visitor  When someone visits your site for the first time the visit is categorized as a visit 
from a new visitor.  

Page Depth The number of visits that viewed 1 page, 2 pages, 3 pages, and so on up to 20+ 
pages. 

Pages per Visit Goal  When a visitor views more pages—or fewer pages—than the threshold you’ve 
set, a goal conversion is triggered. 

Pageviews A pageview is counted every time a page on your website loads.  

Read & Analyze 
Permissions 

Can see report and configuration data; can manipulate data within reports 
(e.g., filter a table, add a secondary dimension, create a segment); can create 
personal assets, and share them, and see shared assets. Cannot collaborate on 
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shared assets. 

Real Time Reports Traffic on your website in real time. 

Referral Traffic  Visitors that came from links on other websites or blogs. 

Regular Expression  A set of characters and metacharacters that are used to match text in a specified 
pattern.  

Regular Expression Match 
Type  

The value you enter as the goal URL as well as each of the funnel steps will be 
read as a regular expression.  

Returning Visitor  If the person has browsed your website before, the visit is categorized. 

Search Term Internal site search words. 

Search Traffic Visitors who click on a search results link in Google, Yahoo, or any other 
search engine. 

Shortcuts Your most commonly viewed reports. Shortcuts remember your settings so 
you don’t have to reconfigure a report each time you open it. Any setting you 
apply to a report, like adding an advanced segment, stays applied until you 
manually change it.  

Social Traffic Visitors that came from social media sites. 

Time on Page The amount of time a visitor spends on a single page. 

Time on Site The length of time a visit lasted, from the first pageview to the last pageview. 

Total Number of on Site 
Searches 

The number of times visitors use your internal site search.  

Total Unique Visitors The number of unique visitors over a selected date range. 

Unique Pageviews The number of visits during which a page was viewed—whether one or more 
times.  

Unique Visitor A person (set of cookies) who visited your site. Visitors are uniquely identified 
by a Google Analytics visitor cookie, which assigns a random visitor ID to the 
user, and combines it with the timestamp of the visitor’s first visit. 

View A separate “bucket” of data within an account. Views are the access points to 
reports on your data. 

Virtual Pageview Represent practically any kind of activity or interaction you want as a 
pageview. 

Visit The number of distinct sessions during which someone viewed one or more 
pages on your site. Closing the browser or staying inactive for more than 30 
minutes ends the visit. 

Visit Duration The total duration of all visits divided by the number of visits. 

Visit Duration Goal A time threshold that you define. When a visitor spends more or less time on 
your site than the threshold you specify, a conversion is triggered.  

Visitor Flow A graphical representation of the paths visitors took through your site, from the 
source, through the various pages, and where along their paths they exited your 
site. 
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Visits per Visitor How frequently visitors return to your site. 

Web Property A distinct website you are measuring, identified by an ID. A web property can 
be thought of as all the pages where a particular set of tracking code is installed, 
including the web property ID or UA number (e. g . U A-xxxxx-y) 

URL Destination Goal Triggers a conversion when a visitor views the page you've specified.  

 

 

 


